About Norton Healthcare

For 129 years, Norton Healthcare’s faith heritage has guided its mission to provide quality health care to all those it serves. Today, Norton Healthcare is a leader in serving adult and pediatric patients throughout Greater Louisville, Southern Indiana, the commonwealth of Kentucky and beyond. The hospital and health care system is the Louisville area’s third largest private employer, providing care at more than 210 locations throughout Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana. The Louisville-based not-for-profit system includes five Louisville hospitals with 1,837 licensed beds; seven outpatient centers; 13 Norton Immediate Care Centers; nearly 12,500 employees; more than 730 employed medical providers; and approximately 2,000 total physicians on its medical staff. The organization has consistently been recognized as one of the best places to work in Metro Louisville, the state of Kentucky and nationally. In 2014 Norton Healthcare was named by Healthiest Employers as the seventh healthiest place to work in the country. More information about Norton Healthcare is available at NortonHealthcare.com

Description:
Responsibilities for the overall administration, clinical direction and management of system-wide Radiation Oncology Services, this leader facilitates the Development and excellence in service by evaluation of services delivered. Demonstrates the knowledge and skills necessary to direct these services and integrates with the hospitals primary functions. Manages all staff in the Department of Radiation Oncology for all Norton Cancer Institute (NCI) radiation center locations and oversees and coordinates all radiation oncology services for Norton Healthcare (NHC.)

Requirements:
Required:
MBA or MHA degree
5 years healthcare management
Strategic planning, technology assessment, billing, coding, oversight of accreditations

Desired:
RN or RTT preferred not required
American College of Healthcare Executives, Association of Cancer Executives
Radiation oncology business development and clinical operations management experience. Three years radiation oncology.
Aria, Varian ix, Varian Ex, Novalis Tx, Eclipse, Epic, Carelink

Norton Healthcare offers a competitive benefit package including:
Medical, Dental and Vision Insurance
Paid Vacation, Sick Days and Holidays
Short and Long Term Disability
403b Plan
Flexible Spending Accounts (FSA)
College Savings Plan
Downtown Fitness Center
Free Parking
Screening Requirements: Drug Screen & Criminal Background Check
Comprehensive Wellness Program

Norton Healthcare is an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/Disability/Veteran/Sexual Orientation/Gender Identity